Scale Your Service
Business with An
On-Demand Workforce
Through the Zuper Field
Nation Integration

The Zuper Field Nation integration enables
a seamless field services management experience
for companies employing an on-demand
workforce, making it easier to find qualified
workers, manage projects, and collect payments.
Field Nation is a technology platform that
connects businesses with a nationwide network
of skilled independent contractors to get on-site
work done.

Advantages of a blended workforce for
field service organizations include:
Increased flexibility
With a flexible workforce, you can quickly
scale up or down to meet changing
business demands.

Improved efficiency

“Zuper has helped us take our business to the next
level. The customized workflows has given us greater
efficiency and reporting provides insights into our
operations and allows us to make more informed
decisions.”
Myles Osswald
CFO, Pro-Vigil

With the right mix of W2, part-time, and
1099 contractors, you can optimize job
assignments to get the right technician
to the right job at the right time.

Cost savings
A hybrid workforce can be a more
cost-effective solution that helps you
avoid the overhead costs associated with
a full-time workforce for seasonal jobs and
certain knowledge-based activities.
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Why the Zuper Field Nation Integration?
The Zuper Field Nation integration ensures you get the right technician to the right job at the right time and
enables businesses to quickly identify and resolve any issues that may arise, and are available when you need
them most.
With the Zuper Field Nation integration, services businesses can keep track of their work order details, progress
status, updated job schedules, and enable all field technicians including on-demand contractors, to better
manage jobs and deliver a cohesive service experience.

Zuper’s pre-filled work order fields
auto-syncs with Field Nation forms,
which means your workers will always
have the most up-to-date information.

Seamlessly deploying and managing
a hybrid workforce results in boosted
revenue, faster service, and increased
operational scalability for your field
service business.

You also get access to Field Nation
templates to create a work order
effortlessly.

The Zuper integration helps your
on-demand workforce avoid service
delays and facilitates quick service
delivery for customers through use of
the Field Nation mobile app.

Get started with the Field Nation and Zuper integration today.
Visit zuper.co now to learn more!

